
attention: frog LEAP™ Mineral SANITIZING system users!

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Collect all sales receipts requested above.
Test pool water for a chlorine residual of at least 0.5 ppm, proper pH 
levels of 7.2 to 7.8, proper alkalinity of 60-120 ppm and proper cyanuric 
acid levels of 20-80 ppm.
If pool test meets requirements and their circulation time was at least 
6-8 hours per day, give the consumer enough FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to 
treat the algae at no charge (see label directions for algae treatment).
Send a no charge FROG LEAP ALL-OUT invoice stating consumer name, 
address, phone number and email address along with all consumer 
documentation, including the pool test readings, to ALL-OUT Guarantee, 
c/o King Technology, Inc., 530 11th Avenue So., Hopkins, MN 55343.
Reimbursement will be replacement FROG LEAP ALL-OUT in the same 
quantity sent directly to your dealership.
Questions? Contact King Technology’s Customer Service Department 
at 800-222-0169.

20-48-0167
E063011553081143B

King Technology Inc. warrants its FROG LEAP™ ALL-OUT™ product for a period 
of 90 days to eliminate algae from inground or above ground swimming pools 
when used properly with the FROG LEAP™ Mineral Sanitizing System and if (a) 
FROG LEAP ALL-OUT is added to the pool every 90 days (b) the FROG LEAP™ 
ANTI-BAC MINERAL PAC™ has been replaced within 6 months (c) the pool 
maintains a chlorine residual of at least 0.5 ppm at all times and (d) the pool 
is properly balanced.
Consumer Claims Terms and Conditions

If algae occurs during the 90 day warranty period for your FROG LEAP 
ALL-OUT notify your FROG® dealer and provide him with (a) sales receipt 
showing purchase of a  FROG LEAP ANTI-BAC MINERAL PAC within 6 
months of the date of claim, (b) sales receipt showing purchase of FROG 
LEAP ALL-OUT within 90 days of the date of claim and (c) a pool water 
sample showing proper chlorine levels, pH balancing and normal cyanuric 
acid levels. If dealer approves the claim, you will be provided with enough 
FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to take care of the algae problem. Follow label direc-
tions for treatment carefully.

This warranty is the exclusive warranty for FROG LEAP ALL-OUT. This 
warranty is not transferable. KING TECHNOLOGY, INC. MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
AS TO MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY 
OTHER MATTER WITH RESPECT TO FROG LEAP ALL-OUT. All claims for 
FROG LEAP ALL-OUT, whether in contract, negligence, strict liability or any 
other tort or otherwise are deemed waived or released unless made within 
the 90 day warranty period for FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to your local FROG 
dealer with the proofs of claim required. YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL 
IN NO EVENT EXCEED PROVIDING YOU WITH ADDITIONAL FROG LEAP ALL-
OUT TO CURE THE ALGAE PROBLEM. IN NO EVENT WILL KING TECHNOLOGY, 
INC. BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ANY CAUSE. King Technology, Inc. will not 
be liable for any product misuse, incorrect water balancing, allowing the 
chlorine residual to drop below standards provided above, not cleaning the 
pool filter when needed or improper circulation time per day. 
Dealer Instructions  To handle an algae claim, proceed as follows:


